
Practice with Probability Theory and Expected Utility

Moshe Hoffman and Erez Yoeli

This problem set is intended to give a sense of some of the mathematics and statistics you’ll use in

this class. It does not count towards your grade, and will not be graded–it is intended

as a self-assessment. In developing some of these questions, we borrowed from Jim Pitman’s

Probability, a classical introductory statistics textbook.

1. The (Conditional) Likelihood of Electrical Failure

There are two electrical components, each of which may fail.

(a) First, suppose, the chance that one component fails is independent of whether the other

failed. Suppose the chance that the first component fails is 10%, and the chance that

the second component fails is 25%. Calculate the probabilities of the following events:

i. At least one of the components works

Pr(At least one of the components works) = 1− 0.1× 0.25 = 0.975.

ii. Exactly one of the components works

Pr(Exactly one of the components works) = 0.975− (1− 0.1)× (1− 0.25) = 0.3.

iii. The second component works

Pr(The second component works) = 1 - 0.25 = 0.75.

(b) Now let’s generalize. Denote the probability the first component fails as P (1F ), and the

probability the second component component fails is P (2F ). Calculate the probabilities

of the above three events as a function of these two probabilities.

i. At least one of the components works

Pr(At least one of the components works) = 1− P (1F )P (2F ).

ii. Exactly one of the components works

Pr(Exactly one of the components works) = P (1F )(1−P (2F ))+(1−P (1F ))P (2F ) =

P (1F ) + P (2F )− 2P (1F )P (2F ).

iii. The second component works

Pr(The second component works) = 1− P (2F ).

(c) Of course, the likelihood that two electrical components fail may not be independent.

Perhaps one component has an effect on the other; when it is unstable, it destabilizes the

other. Or perhaps the two components were made in the same shop, or with the same

defective materials. In such a case, we use conditional probabilities, e.g., the probability

of one component failing, given that the other has failed.
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Suppose the chance that the first component fails is 10%. If the first component fails,

the chance that the second component fails is 20%. But if the first component works,

the chance that the second component fails is 5%. Calculate the probabilities of the

above three events.

See solution in (d).

(d) Now do the same thing, but generalizing to the case where: the chance that the first

component fails is P (1F ); if the first component fails, the chance the second component

fails is P (2F |1F ); and, if the first component works, the chance the second component

fails is P (2F |1W ). In the more general setting,

i. At least one of the components works

Pr(At least one of the components works) = 1− P (1F )P (2F |1F ).

ii. Exactly one of the components works

Pr(Exactly one of the components works) = P (1F )(1−P (2F |1F ))+(1−P (1F ))P (2F |1W ).

iii. The second component works

Pr(The second component works) = P (1F )(1−P (2F |1F ))+(1−P (1F ))(1−P (2F |1W )).

Substituting in the values of probabilities gives 0.98, 0.125, and 0.935 respectively.

(e) The standard definition of the correlation between two random variables, X and Y , is:

ρXY =
E ((X − µX) (Y − µY ))

σXσY

where µX and µY are the means of X and Y , and σX and σY are the standard deviations

of X and Y , respectively. The standard deviation is just the square root of the variance.

For two binomial variables like those in this question, the formula for correlation simpli-

fies to:

ρ1F 2F =
(P (2F )− P (2F |1W ))

√
1− P (1F )√

P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))

where P (1F ) and P (2F ) are the unconditional probability of failure of the two compo-

nents, and P (2F |1W ) is the chance the second component fails if the first works. Suppose

you are given the unconditional probability of failure of the two components, P (1F ) and

P (2F ), and their correlation ρ1F 2F . Calculate the probabilities of the above three events.

First, we can work out an expression of P (2F |1W ) given the formula of ρ1F 2F above:

P (2F |1W ) = P (2F )−
ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
.

We also know

P (2F ) = P (1F )P (2F |1F ) + (1− P (1F ))P (2F |1W ),

so
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P (2F |1F ) =
P (2F )− (1− P (1F ))P (2F |1W )

P (1F )

=
P (2F )

P (1F )
− 1− P (1F )

P (1F )
(P (2F )−

ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
).

With the knowledge of P (2F |1F ) and P (2F |1W ), we can substitute them into the general

solution in (c):

i. At least one of the components works

1−P (1F )P (2F |1F ) = 1−P (1F )(P (2F )
P (1F )−

1−P (1F )
P (1F ) (P (2F )−ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1−P (2F ))√

1−P (2F )
)).

ii. Exactly one of the components works

P (1F )(1−P (2F |1F ))+(1−P (1F ))P (2F |1W ) = P (1F )(1− P (2F )
P (1F ) + 1−P (1F )

P (1F ) (P (2F )−
ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1−P (2F ))√

1−P (1F )
)) + (1− P (1F ))(P (2F )− ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1−P (2F ))√

1−P (1F )
).

iii. The second component works

1− P (2F ).

2. Using Baye’s Rule to Calculate Transmission Error Rates

A digital communications system consists of a transmitter and a receiver. During each short

transmission interval, the transmitter sends a signal which is to be interpreted as a zero, or

it sends a different signal which is to be interpreted as a one. At the end of each interval, the

receiver makes its best guess at what was transmitted. Consider the events:

T0 = {Transmitter sends 0}, R0 = {Receiver concludes that a 0 was sent},

T1 = {Transmitter sends 1}, R0 = {Receiver concludes that a 1 was sent}.

Assume that P (R0|T0) = 0.99, P (R1|T1) = 0.98, and P (T1) = 0.5. Find:

(a) The probability of a transmission error given the receiver concludes 1, P (T0|R1);

P (T0|R1) =
P (R1|T0)P (T0)

P (R1|T0)P (T0) + P (R1|T1)P (T1)
=

1

99
.

(b) the overall probability of a transmission error.

P (error in transmission) = P (R0T1 ∪R1T0)

= P (R0T1 + P (R1T0)

= P (R0|T1)P (T1) + P (R1|T0)P (T0)

= 3/200
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(c) Repeat 2a and 2b assuming P (T1) = 0.8 instead of 0.5.

The answers are 1/393 and 9/500 respectively.

3. The Expected Cost of Electrical Failure

Lets consider, again, the scenarios in question 1:

• The chance that the first component fails is 10%. If the first component fails, the chance

that the second component fails is 20%. If the first component works, the chance that

the second component fails is 5%.

• The chance that the first component fails is p1. If the first component fails, the chance

the second component fails is P (2F |1F ). If the first component works, the chance the

second component fails is P (2F |1W ).

• The unconditional probability of failure of the two components is P (1F ) and P (2F ), and

their correlation ρ1F 2F .

Imagine that each component costs $5 to repair. What are your expected cost for each of

these scenarios?

First scenario:

The expected number of failed components is

1× (0.1× 0.8 + 0.9× 0.05) + 2× (0.1× 0.2) = 0.165.

Therefore, the expected cost is

0.165× 5 = 0.825.

Second scenario:

The expected number of failed components is

1×(P (1F )×(1−P (2F |1F ))+(1−P (1F ))×P (2F |1W ))+2×(P (1F )×P (2F |1F )) = P (1F )×(1+P (2F |1F ))+(1−P (1F ))×P (2F |1W ).

Therefore, the expected cost is

5P (1F )× (1 + P (2F |1F )) + 5(1− P (1F ))× P (2F |1W ).

Third scenario:

The expected number of failed components is

1× (P (1F )(1− P (2F )

P (1F )
+

1− P (1F )

P (1F )
(P (2F )−

ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
))
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+(1− P (1F ))(P (2F )−
ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
))

+2× P (1F )× (
P (2F )

P (1F )
− 1− P (1F )

P (1F )
(P (2F )−

ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
))

Therefore, the expected cost is

5× (P (1F )(1− P (2F )

P (1F )
+

1− P (1F )

P (1F )
(P (2F )−

ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
))

+(1− P (1F ))(P (2F )−
ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
))

+10× (P (2F )− (1− P (1F ))(P (2F )−
ρ1F 2F

√
P (1F )P (2F )(1− P (2F ))√

1− P (1F )
))

4. Your Expected Score on a Pop Quiz

In one of your math classes, there are just six students, yourself included. The instructor has

noticed that some of the students have forgotten probability theory and decides to surprise

you all with a pop quiz. She hands each student a penny, asks you to flip it once, and record

the result. But before that, the instructor asks you to guess how many heads there is going

to be, and tells you that your score on the exam will be 10 minus the difference (in absolute

value) between your guess and the actual number of heads. What number should you guess?

What is the chance that get a 10 on the quiz? A 9? An 8? A 7? Etc. What is your expected

score on the quiz?

Given the number of heads follows binomial distribution, the most likely outcome is the

expected number of heads, which is 6 × 1
2 = 3. So we should guess 3. The probability that

there are indeed 3 heads is

Number of scenarios with 3 heads

Number of all possible scenarios
=

6C3

26
=

20

64

Getting a 9 requires either 2 or 4 heads. The probability of getting 2 heads is

Number of scenarios with 2 heads

Number of all possible scenarios
=

6C2

26
=

15

64
.

Similarly, the probability of getting 4 heads is also 15
64 , so the probability of getting a 9 is 30

64 .

Following similar calculation, we can find that the probability of getting an 8 is the sum of

probability of getting 1 head and 5 heads, which are both 6
64 . So the probability of getting a

8 is 12
64 . Also, the probability of getting a 7 is the sum of probability of getting 0 head and

6 heads, which are both 1
64 . So the probability of getting a 7 is 2

64 . Therefore, the expected
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score is

10× 20

64
+ 9× 30

64
+ 8× 12

64
+ 7× 2

64
=

580

64
.

5. Geometric Sums for a Good Cause

One day, while a bit bored, you start to fidget with two pennies. You decide that you will

flip both coins at the same time, and that each time both coins lands on head, you will give a

5 cents to your favorite charity. Of course, you realize that if you play this game indefinitely,

you will go bankrupt, so between round, you use a random number generator to draw a num-

ber uniformly from 0 to 1. If that number is less than .9, you continue to flip your pennies.

Otherwise, you stop, pay up, and go do something more productive. Use a geometric sum to

calculate your expected payout to the charity.

The expected payout in each round of the game is (12)2 × 5, so

Expected payout = (
1

2
)2 × 5 +

9

10
× (

1

2
)2 × 5 + (

9

10
)2 × (

1

2
)2 × 5 + (

9

10
)3 × (

1

2
)2 × 5...

=
5

4
× (1 +

9

10
+ (

9

10
)2 + ...)

=
5

4
× 1

1− 9
10

= 12.5

You play this game for a while, but are disappointed in the amount you ultimately owe to

charity. You decide that next time, you will give 5 cents for each head that you flip. Now,

what is the expected payout to the charity?

The expected number of head each time you flip two coins is 1, so the expected payout for

each round of the game is 5 cents. Therefore,

Expected payout = 5 +
9

10
× 5 + (

9

10
)2 × 5 + (

9

10
)3 × 5...

= 5× (1 +
9

10
+ (

9

10
)2 + ...)

= 5× 1

1− 9
10

= 50

Now let’s generalize this. Imagine that each round you give c cents to your chosen charity,

and that you play again with probability δ. What is the expected payout to charity now?
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Expected payout = c+ δc+ δ2c...

= c× (1 + δ + δ2 + ...)

=
c

1− δ
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